
Thursday 10-04-08 Operation Meeting Minutes

10/04/2008

List of people: Gianluca, Marianne, Roberto, Joel, Philippe, Nick, Andrei,
Cedric, Roland, Marianne, Stuart, Umberto, Zoltan, Alexei, Andrew.

RAL Migration

All the transfer jobs need to be resubmitted.

A proposal about killing the jobs with a time

stamp older than 3 days

This policy will be adopted in the near future (the list of sites is not clear).
The main consequence is that the long queues (ie a week long) will be unusable.
This proposal is really a no-sense. Since it is not clear when and where this
policy will be in place, LHCb response will be triggered when the VO activities
will start to get spoiled.

Analysis jobs with Illegal JDL requirements

This issue is cause by the users. They created a job with too many input files.
The problem is solved simply splitting the input data files over more jobs.

Production jobs with common input data

This is an “a posteriori” check of the Production jobs with common input data.
Overall the cleaning procedure is the following:

• Get all the “wrong” jobs and ProcDB fix files (using Philippe’s script).

• Fix the ProcDB.

• Get the output files of these jobs.

• Remove these files from SE, BKK, LFC.
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There were some doubts about fixProbFilesAgent.py wrongly setting the file
status for problematic jobs (either in Max Rescheduling reached or Exceeding
Max Staging Retries). Therefore the agent has been stopped at the beginning
of the week to run the cleaning procedure.
To be totally sure the cleaning procedure must be re-run in a few days.

Productions with an excess of produced events

Marianne needs to recheck a few productions presenting this issue. This is an
LFC-BKK consistency check. In details, she needs to compare the files:

• in the BKK and the LFC.

• in the BKK and not the LFC.

• in the LFC and in the BKK.

• in the LFC and not in the BKK.

A new set of instructions about the Stripping

Philippe will provide a new set of instructions about the Stripping.
The production manager will create the Stripping as soon as the SIM files are
created.
There is a need for a script to “properly” create regular expression.
The directions will be sent by email (similar instruction were sent over Xmas
by Joel).
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